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Is the basis of criminality an act that causes harm, or an act undertaken with the belief that one will cause harm? The present study takes a cognitive neuroscience approach to investigating how information about an agent’s beliefs and an action’s consequences contribute to moral judgment. We build on prior developmental evidence showing that these factors contribute differentially to the young child’s moral judgments coupled with neurobiological evidence suggesting a role for the right temporoparietal junction (RTPJ) in belief attribution. Participants read vignettes in a 2 × 2 design: protagonists produced either a negative or neutral outcome based on the belief that they were causing the negative outcome (“negative” belief) or the neutral outcome (“neutral” belief). The RTPJ showed significant activation above baseline for all four conditions but was modulated by an interaction between belief and outcome. Specifically, the RTPJ response was highest for cases of attempted harm, where protagonists were condemned for actions that they believed would cause harm to others, even though the harm did not occur. The results not only suggest a general role for belief attribution during moral judgment, but also add detail to our understanding of the interaction between these processes at both the neural and behavioral levels.

I n the common law tradition, criminal conviction depends on both a harmful consequence (actus reus) and the intent to harm (mens rea) (1). In violation of this foundational legal principle, however, are crimes of attempt (2, 3). The incompetent criminal, for instance, who believes he has poisoned his victim but has instead administered only a harmless substance, can be convicted in a court of law. This poses a challenge to the philosophy of law: is the basis of criminality an act that causes harm, or an act undertaken with the belief that one will cause harm? We pursue a novel approach to this question based on the burgeoning research into the neurocognitive mechanisms of moral judgment, much of which has emphasized the role of multiple interacting systems (4–8). Specifically, we suggest that the apparent philosophical conflict between actus reus and crimes of attempt reflects the operation and integration of distinct mechanisms responsible for the processing of information about consequences and beliefs in the service of moral judgment.

From a developmental perspective, integrating information about mental states and outcomes presents a particular challenge for young children. When moral scenarios present conflicting information about the outcome of an action and the intention of the actor, young children’s moral judgments and justifications are determined by the action’s outcome rather than the actor’s intention (9–13). For example, a person who intends to direct a traveler to the right location but accidentally misdirects him is judged by young children to be “naughtier” than a person who intends to misdirect a passerby but accidentally directs him to the right place (9). As children mature, they become progressively more likely to make the opposite judgment (11, 14–19). Although subsequent research has revealed that young children can use information about intentions to make moral distinctions when consequences are held constant between scenarios (14, 20–23), older children have consistently shown greater sensitivity to information about intentions. What develops then is not just “theory of mind,” or the ability to represent the mental states of others, but the ability to integrate this information with information about consequences in the context of moral judgment (12, 13, 24, 25).

Developmental evidence thus suggests that mature moral judgments depend crucially on the cognitive processes responsible for representing and integrating information about beliefs and outcomes. Neuroimaging provides a useful tool for testing this hypothesis. To date, studies of the neural basis of moral judgment have focused primarily on emotional responses to intentional moral violations (6, 26–32). These studies suggest that regions in the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) are recruited for processing stimuli that visually depict or verbally describe moral violations. Convergent evidence from neuropsychological studies suggests that damage to these regions causes disturbances in moral behavior and moral reasoning (33–35). However, all of these investigations use vignettes featuring protagonists who act with the belief, stated or implied, that they will cause the outcome that they do cause, thereby confounding the dimensions of outcome and belief.

The neural basis of belief attribution has also been the topic of considerable research, revealing a consistent group of brain regions, including right temporoparietal junction (RTPJ), left temporoparietal junction (LTPJ), precuneus (PC), and MPFC (36–40). The RTPJ appears to be most selective for belief attribution (41–43); its response is high when subjects read stories that describe a character’s true or false beliefs but low during stories containing other information about a character, including her appearance, cultural background, or even internal, subjective sensations (e.g., fatigue, hunger) that do not involve beliefs (e.g., representational content) (41). Previous neuroimaging studies of belief attribution, however, have neither included stimuli with a strong moral valence nor explored the interaction between the factors of belief and outcome in a moral context.
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The current study used neuroimaging and behavioral methods to systematically investigate the interaction between belief attribution and moral judgment. Participants read vignettes in a 2 × 2 design (Fig. 1): protagonists produced either a negative outcome (someone’s death) or a neutral outcome (no death) based on the belief that they were causing the negative outcome (“negative” belief) or the neutral outcome (“neutral” belief). In other words, a protagonist with a negative belief who produced a negative outcome did so knowingly, whereas a protagonist with a negative belief who produced a neutral outcome did so unknowingly based on a false belief (e.g., putting sugar in someone’s coffee believing it to be poison). Participants judged the moral permissibility of the protagonist’s action. This design allowed us to test distinct hypotheses about the recruitment of brain regions involved in belief attribution during moral judgment: (i) increased recruitment in the case that the protagonist believes he/she will cause harm (negative versus neutral beliefs), (ii) increased recruitment in the case that the protagonist’s beliefs are incongruent with the outcome (false versus true beliefs), and (iii) the predicted interaction between belief and outcome such that recruitment is determined not just by the protagonist’s beliefs but also by the consequences of his/her action. The experiment was also replicated in a second group of participants.

**Results and Discussion**

**Exp. 1 Behavioral Results.** Subjects evaluated the moral status of protagonists’ actions using four buttons on a scale from 1 for completely forbidden to 4 for completely permissible. A 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA determined the influence of outcome (negative versus neutral) and belief (negative versus neutral) on judgments (Fig. 2). Actions performed by protagonists with negative beliefs were judged less permissible than when performed with neutral beliefs [negative, 1.1; neutral, 3.5; \( F(1,9) = 712.4; \ P = 7.0 \times 10^{-10}; \) partial \( \eta^2 = 0.99 \)]. Subjects judged actions resulting in negative outcomes as less permissible than actions resulting in neutral outcomes [negative, 2.1; neutral, 2.5; \( F(1,9) = 41.3; \ P = 1.2 \times 10^{-4}; \) partial \( \eta^2 = 0.82 \)].

The main effects were mediated by a significant interaction between belief and outcome \([F(1,9) = 21.2; \ P = 0.001; \) partial \( \eta^2 = 0.70] \). Specifically, post hoc Bonferroni’s t tests revealed a significant difference between negative and neutral outcomes when the protagonist acted with a neutral belief [negative, 3.2; neutral, 3.9; \( t(9) = -6.03; \] adjusted \( P = 3.8 \times 10^{-4} \) but no difference when the protagonist acted with a negative belief [negative, 1.1; neutral, 1.2; \( t(9) = -1.83; \] adjusted \( P = 0.30 \)] (Fig. 2). When the protagonist believed she would not harm someone but in fact did (“unknowing harm”), her action was less permissible than a neutral action; when the protagonist believed she would harm someone but failed (attempted harm), her action was just as forbidden as if she had succeeded.

Reaction time data showed only an interaction between belief and outcome \([F(1,9) = 6.30; \ P = 0.03] \) driven by marginally faster responses to the intentional harm condition (negative belief, negative outcome: 1.6 s) as compared with other conditions [all-neutral: 1.9 s, \( t(9) = 0.3; \] adjusted \( P = 0.15; \) attempted harm: 2.0 s, \( t(9) = 0.3; \] adjusted \( P = 0.06; \) unknowing harm: 2.0 s, \( t(9) = 0.4; \) adjusted \( P = 0.03 \)].

**Exp. 1 Regions of Interest (ROI) Analyses: Belief Attribution.** To define regions implicated in belief attribution, stories that required inferences about a character’s beliefs (belief condition) were contrasted with stories that required inferences about a physical representation, e.g., an outdated photograph (photo condition). A whole-brain random-effects analysis of the data replicated results of previous studies using the same task (39, 42), revealing higher BOLD response during belief, as compared with photo stories, in the RTPJ, dorsal MPFC (dMPFC), middle MPFC (mMPFC), ventral MPFC (vMPFC), PC, right temporal pole, and right anterior superior temporal sulcus \( P < 0.001, \uncor ; k >10 \). ROIs were identified in individual subjects (Table 1) at the same threshold: RTPJ (10/10 subjects), LTPJ (8/10), dMPFC (9/10), mMPFC (8/10), vMPFC (7/10), and PC (10/10).

The average percent signal change (PSC) from rest in each ROI was calculated for the third segment of each story (“be-
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neutral outcome [negative, 0.61; neutral, 0.27; P = 0.02] but was not significantly different for negative and neutral belief in the case of negative outcome [negative PSC, 0.25; neutral PSC, 0.28; t(9) = 0.42; P = 0.68]. Post hoc Bonferroni’s t tests revealed that the PSC for attempted harm was significantly greater than each of the other conditions [unknowing harm: t(9) = 3.27; adjusted P = 0.02; intentional harm: t(9) = 4.09; adjusted P = 0.006].

Analyses of the PSC averaged over the entire duration of the story revealed the same pattern of results [belief by outcome interaction: F(1,9) = 18.53; P = 0.002 (Supporting information SI Fig. 4). No effects were observed in other story segments independently: during the “foreshadow” segment of the story, the RTPJ did not discriminate between neutral (PSC: 0.37) and negative (PSC: 0.36) foreshadows; the “outcome” segment of the story did not reveal significant main effects or interactions.

Similar although subtly different patterns were found for other ROIs. An interaction between outcome and belief was also found in the PC [F(1,9) = 12.05; P = 0.007]; however, both of the paired contrasts were independently significant [neutral outcome, negative belief versus neutral belief: t(9) = 3.38; P = 0.01; negative outcome, negative belief versus neutral belief: t(9) = 2.35; P = 0.04]. In other words, the PSC in the PC was higher for false than true beliefs, but this effect was larger for negative than neutral beliefs. A similar pattern was found in the LTPJ [belief by outcome interaction: F(1,7) = 19.54; P = 0.003; neutral outcome, negative belief versus neutral belief: t(7) = 4.12; P = 0.004; negative outcome, negative belief versus neutral belief: t(7) = 2.14; P = 0.06]. The dMPFC showed a pattern similar to that of the RTPJ [belief by outcome interaction: F(1,8) = 13.88; P = 0.01; neutral outcome, negative belief versus neutral belief: t(8) = 3.87; P = 0.01; negative outcome, negative belief versus neutral belief: t(8) = 0.15; P = 0.88], except that the response for attempted harm was not significantly greater than the response for unknowing harm. Nonsignificant trends were found for mMPFC and vMPFC.

**Table 1. Localizer experiment results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI</th>
<th>Exp. 1 Individual ROIs</th>
<th>Exp. 2 Individual ROIs</th>
<th>WHOLE-BRAIN CONTRAST INDIVIDUAL ROIS</th>
<th>WHOLE-BRAIN CONTRAST INDIVIDUAL ROIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x y z</td>
<td>x y z</td>
<td>x y z</td>
<td>x y z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTPJ</td>
<td>57 56 24</td>
<td>56 52 30</td>
<td>56 56 22</td>
<td>56 54 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>1 58 39</td>
<td>4 62 38</td>
<td>1 58 39</td>
<td>0 54 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dMPFC</td>
<td>1 60 27</td>
<td>2 52 28</td>
<td>2 58 29</td>
<td>2 60 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mMPFC</td>
<td>-2 61 12</td>
<td>2 58 12</td>
<td>1 59 15</td>
<td>-4 56 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vMPFC</td>
<td>1 57 -12</td>
<td>0 46 -2</td>
<td>1 55 -7</td>
<td>0 54 -8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average peak voxels for ROIs in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates for Exp. 1 and 2. The “Individual ROIs” columns show the average of peak voxels from individual subjects’ ROIs. The “Whole-brain contrast” columns show the peak voxel in the same regions in the whole-brain random-effects group analysis.

**Table 2. Belief attribution ROIs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI</th>
<th>Mean PSC (belief, outcome)</th>
<th>Interaction of belief × outcome</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Partial η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neut, Neut</td>
<td>Neut, Neg</td>
<td>Neg, Neut</td>
<td>Neg, Neg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTPJ</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>(1,9)</td>
<td>8.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>(1,9)</td>
<td>12.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTPJ</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>(1,7)</td>
<td>19.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dMPFC</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>(1,8)</td>
<td>13.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mMPFC</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>(1,7)</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vMPFC</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>(1,6)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean PSC in six ROIs during the belief segment of the moral scenarios. Four of these regions showed a significant interaction between negative (Neg) and neutral (Neut) belief and outcome information.
Fig. 3. PSC from rest in the RTPJ. (Left) Brain regions where the BOLD signal was higher for (nonmoral) stories about beliefs than (nonmoral) stories about physical representations (n = 10, random-effects analysis, P < 0.001 uncorrected). These data were used to define ROIs. (Right) The PSC in the RTPJ during the story segment when the protagonist’s belief was stated (“Belief”). Error bars correspond to standard error.

The behavioral data suggest that, across conditions, moral judgment is determined primarily by belief information, consistent with the robust RTPJ response for all four conditions. An interesting asymmetry emerged, however, for cases in which belief and outcome information were in conflict, as in situations of attempted harm and unknowing harm. We found that subjects’ moral judgments were determined solely by belief in the case of attempted harm but not unknowing harm. That is, attempted harm (e.g., putting poison in a friend’s coffee believing it to be poison) was judged fully forbidden, just as though the protagonist had successfully produced the negative outcome of the friend’s death. By contrast, moral judgment of unknowing harm appeared to depend on both the outcome of the action and on the belief state of the actor. Unknowing harm (e.g., putting poison in a friend’s coffee believing it to be sugar) was not judged fully permissible, as compared with the all-neutral condition, in which the protagonist held a neutral belief and produced a neutral outcome.

This interpretation of the behavioral data is consistent with the activation profile of the RTPJ, as suggested by the ROI analyses. Although we observed a robust BOLD response in the RTPJ for all four conditions, we observed an interaction between the consequences of the protagonist’s action and the contents of the protagonist’s belief: the attempted harm condition elicited the highest response. The RTPJ response was not determined simply by false (versus true) beliefs or by negative (versus neutral) beliefs. Instead, the RTPJ response was selectively enhanced when subjects used information about a protagonist’s beliefs to condemn the protagonist despite his failing to cause harm. The same basic activation pattern, although weaker and less selective, was observed in other brain regions implicated in theory of mind. Importantly, if the activation in these regions reflected only the process of determining and representing the protagonist’s belief, no interaction would be expected. These results also suggest an asymmetry in the cognitive processes that give rise to the moral condemnation of successful and unsuccessful attempts to harm. The condemnation of successful crimes relies less on belief attribution, presumably because moral condemnation can rest on causal responsibility for an actual
harm. By contrast, the condemnation of failed attempts relies heavily on belief attribution.

The pattern of brain activation linked to belief attribution cannot be attributed to an increase in general attention or effort for the condition of attempted harm. First, reaction time data revealed an interaction driven by faster responses to the intentional harm condition, as compared with any other condition; there was no difference between any of the other conditions. These results make intuitive sense: moral judgments are relatively rapid when harm is done and all possible pieces of information are consistent, as in the case of intentional harm. By contrast, the response of the RTPJ was highest for attempted harm. The RTPJ response therefore could not be explained by increased, or decreased, time-on-task. Second, brain regions implicated in attention and response selection (e.g., IPS and FEF) did not discriminate between the moral judgment story conditions (although these regions were recruited robustly for all conditions).

The current results also reveal an asymmetry between moral judgments of incompetent criminals (whose false beliefs prevent intended harm from occurring) and unlucky innocents (whose false beliefs lead them to cause unintended harms). Judgments of incompetent criminals were harsh, made on the basis of beliefs alone, and associated with enhanced recruitment of circuitry involved in belief attribution. By contrast, unlucky innocents were not entirely exculpated for causing harm on the basis of their false beliefs. Instead of showing an increased response in brain regions associated with belief attribution, whole-brain analyses revealed recruitment of brain regions associated with cognitive conflict: right inferior parietal cortex, PC, bilateral middle frontal gyrus, and bilateral anterior cingulate sulcus. All of these regions have been implicated in cognitive conflict: right inferior parietal cortex, PC, bilateral middle frontal gyrus, and bilateral anterior cingulate sulcus. All of these regions have been implicated in cognitive conflict, specifically where subjects endorse emotionally salient harmful acts to prevent greater harm. Here subjects had to override judgments against harm in favor of utilitarian considerations (e.g., the greatest good for the greatest number). Analogously, in the context of unknowing harm, subjects may partially override judgments against harm to exculpate agents on the basis of their false beliefs. Moral judgment may therefore represent the product of two distinct and at times competing processes, one responsible for representing harmful outcomes and another for representing beliefs and intentions (F.C., unpublished data).

The interpretation we offer here is compatible with the significant developmental literature showing that young children’s moral judgments are determined primarily by information about the outcomes of actions rather than the intentions of the actor (13, 16, 19). This pattern, in conjunction with evidence showing that young children lack a mature theory of mind (47, 48), indicates a dissociation between two processes important for mature moral judgment. With the development of theory of mind, young children are progressively able to integrate belief information in moral judgment (12). We suggest that a late-developing process for representing mental states together with an early-developing process responsible for representing harmful consequences contribute to moral judgment in mature adults, and, in some cases, these processes may interact competitively. Research into developmental disorders such as autism, characterized by deficits in theory of mind, should provide further insight into the relationship between theory of mind and moral judgment (49, 50).

In summary, the results of the present study demonstrate systematically different patterns of reliance on mental state attribution for the cases considered, patterns that cannot be accounted for by the presence or absence of false or negative beliefs. Future investigations will be necessary to explore the neural basis of intuitive moral and legal judgments in a range of related cases that depend on both belief attribution and harm detection (51). Other impossible attempts (e.g., voodoo) as well as other crimes that occur mainly in the mind (e.g., conspiracy) should prove to be particularly interesting, as will crimes where the true beliefs and intentions of the actor are not given but must be inferred. Investigating the neural processes that support belief attribution across these different contexts will prove informative for cognitive models of theory of mind and moral reasoning.

Methods

Exp. 1. Ten naive right-handed subjects (Harvard College undergraduates, aged 18–22 years, six women) participated in the functional MR1 study for payment. All subjects were native English speakers, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and gave written informed consent in accordance with the requirements of Internal Review Boards at Massachusetts General Hospital and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Subjects were scanned at 3 T (at the Massachusetts General Hospital scanning facility in Charlestown, MA) by using 26 4-mm-thick near-axial slices covering the whole brain. Standard echoplanar imaging procedures were used (TR = 2 s, TE = 40 ms, flip angle = 90°).

Stimuli consisted of four variations of 12 scenarios for a total of 48 stories with an average of 86 words per story (see SI Text for full text of scenarios). A 2 × 2 design was used for each scenario: protagonists (i) produced either a negative outcome or a neutral outcome based on (ii) the belief that they were causing a negative outcome or a neutral outcome. Stories were presented in four cumulative segments, each presented for 6 s, for a total presentation time of 24 s per story: (i) background, information to set the scene (identical across all conditions); (ii) foreshadow, information foreshadowing the outcome (negative or neutral); (iii) belief, information stating the protagonist’s belief about the situation (negative or neutral); (iv) outcome, information about the protagonist’s action and resulting outcome.

For example, as in the scenario in Fig. 1, the identification of the white powder by the coffee as poison rather than sugar foreshadows a person’s death by poison. In every story used in this experiment, when something is wrong at this stage (e.g., poison in place of sugar, drowning swimmer), the protagonist’s action or inaction results in someone’s death. Each possible belief was true for one outcome and false for the other outcome. Presentation time was rapid (marginally longer than the mean reading time required by subjects in a self-paced pilot version) to motivate subjects to read the stimuli as they were presented. Stories were then removed from the screen and replaced with a question about the moral nature of the action on a scale of 1 (forbidden) to 4 (permissible) using a button press. The question remained on the screen for 4 s.

Subjects saw two variations of each scenario, for a total of 24 stories. Stories were presented in a pseudorandom order, the order of conditions counterbalanced across runs and across subjects, thereby ensuring that no condition was immediately repeated. When a scenario was repeated, it contained a different protagonist (i.e., first name), belief, and outcome from the first presentation. Six stories were presented in each 4-min, 24-s run; the total experiment, involving four runs, lasted 18 min. Fixation blocks of 14 s were interleaved between each story. The text of the stories was presented in a white 24-point font on a black background. Stories were projected onto a screen via Matlab 5.0 running on an Apple G4 laptop.

In the same scan session, subjects participated in four runs of a localizer experiment, contrasting stories that required inferences about a character’s beliefs with stories that required inferences about a physical representation, i.e., a photo that has become outdated. Stimuli and story presentation were exactly as described for Saxe and Kanwisher’s experiment 2 (39).
Exp. 2. Seventeen new subjects (Harvard College undergraduates, aged 18–22 years, six women) meeting the same criteria identified in Exp. 1 participated in a second functional MRI experiment. Scanning was conducted at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; otherwise, all scan parameters were identical. Because of technical limitations, subjects used only three buttons to respond. An expanded set of stories was used, including versions of the 24 original scenarios and 24 new stories, as compared with photo stories: RTPJ, LTPJ, dMPFC, mMPFC, vMPFC, and PC. Second, four ROIs were defined for each subject individually based on a whole-brain analysis of another localizer contrast and defined as contiguous voxels that were significantly more active (P < 0.001, uncorrected) while the subject read belief stories, as compared with photo stories, as compared with baseline: right IPS, left IPS, right FEF, and left FEF. All peak voxels are reported in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates.

The responses of these ROIs were then measured while subjects read stories from the current experiment. Within the ROI, the average PSC relative to rest baseline [PSC = 100 × raw BOLD magnitude for (condition – fixation)/raw BOLD magnitude for fixation] was calculated for each condition at each time point (averaging across all voxels in the ROI and all blocks of the same condition). PSC during story presentation (adjusted for hemodynamic lag) in each of the ROIs was compared across experimental conditions. Because the data defining the ROIs were independent from the data used in the repeated-measures statistics, type I errors were drastically reduced.
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